A New Representation of Distorted Wave Forms
Takayoshi Nakata* and Yoshiyuki Ishihara* (Received September 16, 1972) Synopsis A new method for representing distorted wave forms is investigated. The method suggested by us is a modified vector symbolic method.
It has been hitherto thought that the vector symbolic method cannot be applied to the distorted waves, because the rotating speeds of each harmonic vector are not identical. Representing the argument of the n-th harmonic vector by lin times as large as the phase angle of the harmonic component, the relative positions of respective harmonic vectors are invariable wherever the standard vector is put, and the wave shape can be deduced from the vector diagram.
We found various correspondences between the wave forms and the vector diagrams. Therefore, the wave shape can be estimated from the vector diagram, and the mutual relationships between two wave forms can also be known.
In electric or magnetic circuits, the causes of distorted wave forms are in general obvious. Therefore, there are very often the fixed relationships between the amplitudes and phase angles of the harmonics. Further, in polyphase a.c. circui ts, there are often the fixed relationships between corresponding harmonics in the wave forms of the respective phases. When the wave forms of those circuits are discussed, the new method investigated in this paper may offer a useful key.
Let us represent the distorted wave ¢ which is defined by the Eq.(l), using the vectors as shown in Fig.l. ¢=L3~n' sin n(wt+6n).
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The method for representing the fundamental wave is the same as that in the usual vector diagram of sinusoidal quantities. However, the argument of the n-th harmonic vector is lin times as large as the phase angle (n.en) of the n-th harmonic component. In contrast to the instantaneous value of the distorted wave, the instantaneous value of the sinusoidal wave can be directly obtained by the usual vector diagram. As we have the following various relationships between the wave form and the vector diagram, the 'wave shape can be estimated from the vector diagram. The mutual relationships between two wave forms can also be known.
(1) Two vectors the phase angles of which only differ by 2mTI/n (m=±1,±2,--), are absolutely equal.
(2) In the Eq.(l), if a relationship 8~+~-8~=2mTI/(k+i) is satisfied, the (k+i)-th harmonic is in-phase with the k-th harmonic. If a relationship e~+~-e~=(2m-l)TI/(k+i) is present, the (k+i)-th harmonic is anti-phase with the k-th harmonic. Here ilk is an integer, and the in-and anti-phases are defined by (3) There are the following relationships between the vectors of the two distorted waves such as ¢~and ¢~shown in Fig.3(a) . These vectors are otherwise the same but the phases are displaced by a value of 8~G from each other; that is, the arguments of the corresponding harmonics in the both waves differ by 8~c from each other and their magnitudes are equal.
When the distorted wave form is denoted using a conventional method for representing a vector which is used for sinusoidal wave, the relative positions of each harmonic will differ depending on how the standard vector is set. On the other hand, using the vector symbolic method shown in Fig.l , the relative positions of each harmonic vector are invariable because of this characteristic (3).
(4) The vector diagram of the two distorted waves ¢~and ¢~shown in Fig.3(a) , which are symmetric with respect to the axis S~, has the following relationships as shown in Fig.3(b) . When a segment as is drawn in the center of the fundamental vectors ¢a." and <P~1 ,~oth vectors of the n-th order are symmetric with respect to the axis as, or are symmetric by a value of 2mrr/n as shown in ¢(nõ f Fig.3(b) . The angle 8,5, measuring anticlockwise from the segment as to the imaginary axis, is equivalent to 8$ shown in Fig.3(a) . Hereafter, we call such two wave forms the "inversed waves with phase difference If the distorted wave is a "symmetrical wave at 90°" as shown in Fig.4(a) , the arguments of all harmonic vectors are entirely identical or will differ from each other by a value of mrr/n like that shown in ¢nR of Fig.4(b) ; that is, each harmonic vector is in-phase or anti-phase with the fundamental vector. Moreover, in Fig.4(b) , the angle 8.s measuring anticlockwise from <PI to the imaginary axis is the same as 8ĩ n Fig.4(a) . Here, the "symmetrical wave at 90·" is defined as the symmetric wave form with respect to the axis SS' as shown in Fig.4(a) . In this case, like the "inversed waves", wave form can be calculated by substituting the following equation.
¢(wt)=¢(28s -wt)=-¢(28;;±rr-wt). n electric or magnetic circuits, the causes of distorted wave forms are in general obvious. Therefore, there are very often the various relationships as mentioned above between the magnitudes and the phase angles of the harmonics. Hence, the wave shape can be estimated qualitatively from characteristics of the vector diagram as mentioned above without analysing the circuits.
In the reference (3), several other characteristics of vectors for the distorted wave and the practical examples are shown.
It has been hitherto thought that the vector symbolic method cannot be applied to the distorted wave, because the rotating speeds of each harmonic vector are not identical. Representing the argument of the n-th harmonic vector by lin times as large as the phase angle of the harmonic component as shown in Fig.l , the relative positions of respective harmonic vectors are invariable wherever the standard vector is put, and the wave shape can be deduced from the vector diagram. This new method for representing the distorted wave forms is especially useful when we want to know the relationships between two wave forms.
